








Part II

Methods of detecting biomolecules by
autoradiography, fluorography and
chemiluminescence

Choice of film and conditions for exposing it to the
sample

Direct autoradiography is most efficient on `direct' types of film.

`Direct' films of this type are relatively insensitive to the blue to ultraviolet light
emitted by intensifying screens, scintillators or the ECL chemiluminescence reaction.
Therefore when emissions arc converted to light, a `screen type' radiographic film
should be used such as Hyperfilm-MP from Amersham. As their generic name
implies, these films are specifically designed to respond efficiently to the blue to
ultraviolet light emitted from radiographic intensifying screens. Scintillators, such as
Amplify and PPO or ECL chemiluminescence systems emit light of similar
wavelengths to screens (figure 9) hence the same film is suitable for fluorography,
intensifying screens and chemiluminescence.

Films which have been produced for direct autoradiography of 
3H are not good

substitutes for Hyperfilm-MP for detecting the light emitted from organic scintillators,
intensifying screens or the ECL system. Since they lack the surface anti-scratch layer
they detect any weak tritium β -particles which emerge from the sample relatively
efficiently, but the main problem limiting the efficiency of tritium autoradiography
is self-absorption within the sample. This problem is greatest for thick samples like
polyacrylamide gels for which conversion of tritium β -particles to light remains
essential for efficient detection.

For optimal sensitivity and resolution it is important for the film to be pressed into
close contact with the sample or intensifying screen. The most convenient method for
achieving this is by enclosing the film and the sample inside a radiographic film
cassette such as Amersham's  HypercassetteTM range. These are light-proof and they
stack conveniently in -70°C freezers (although stacking is not advisable for samples
containing 32P or 125I). When intensifying screens are used they should be positioned
as shown in figure 10.

Figure 10.  Relative positions of film and sample for using (a) a single intensifying screen (2) or
(b) two intensifying screens with a translucent sample such as a gel supported by white filter
paper(13). While use of two screens in this way increases sensitivity, it decreases resolution.
Note: It is important to ensure that the correct face of the intensifying screen is in contact with
the film and sample - see manufacturer's instructions.

When cassettes are not available, the film and sample (with a screen when appropriate)
can be clamped between glass plates, using strong spring clips, and sealed into an opaque
envelope.
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Figure 9. Sensitivity spectrum of a standard screen-type radiographic film compared to the emission
spectra of the scintillator PPO (in solution), and a calcium tungstate intensifying screen.
The emission spectrum of the ECL detection system also falls within the film sensitivity spectrum,
with an emission maximum at 428nm.


















